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West Bengal State University
B.A./B.Sc./B.Com. (Honours, Major, General) Examinations, 2012
Part I
GEOGRAPHY - GENERAL
· Paper- I
Du.ration : 3 Hours ]

( New Syllabus)
[ Full Marks : 100

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
The figures in the margin indicate full marks.
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Answer any two questions within 300 words each.
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1.

What is earth crust ? Describe different layers of the earth crust.

2.

How doe.s the plate tectonic theory explain the present layout of the young fold
mountain chains of the earth ?

3.

What is cycle of erosion ? Give an account of the normal cycle of erosion after Davis
with proper sketches.

4.

Describe the landforms produced by Aeolian erosion in a desert region.
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Answer any four questions within 100 words each.
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Explain the formation of intra-oceanic island arcs with examples.

5.
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6.

Describe the landforms produced in a granite region under humid tropical climate.
� � '8iG"J<mJ:� � fxtc'IT • "1:51"�� • �9@ <f� � I

7.

Write the various erosional processes of river.
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Explain how flood plain and natural levees are formed.

8.
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Distinguish between Pediment and Bajada.
C� '6 <ll18tll-t1� �� 9fl� � I

10.

Distinguish between I-shaped and V-shaped valleys.
I -Gll<fRl� �<f� V -Gllf� 1$'� 9fl�

11.
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Explain any three types of landform produced by marine erosion with sketches.
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Answer any one question within 300 words.
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What is insolation ? Discuss the characteristics of Monsoon rainfall in respect of
south-east Asian countries.
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Discuss the horizontal and vertical distributions of temperature of lhe atmosphere in
bnef.
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Category-B

Answer any four questions within 100 words each.
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Discuss the heat budget of the earth in brief.
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Explain the origin of tropical cyclone.
� ,� ��9{Rf ���I

16.

Distinguish between warm front and cold front in relation to mid-latitude cyclone.
� ��� ,� � � � '8 � �� � 91T��I

17.

Why does the Coromondal coastal region receive rain twice a year?
��{3c'f �91"� � ��

18.
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Write the limitations of Koppen's climatic classification.
Koppen

19.
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Write the characteristics of Am and Aw climate.
Am \!l<H Aw '@1<11�� � �'f, I

20.

What is ozone hole? How can the depletion of ozone layer be checked?
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Answer any one question within 300 words.
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21.
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What is regolith? Compare and contrast between zonal and azonal soils.
C<ftffl� �? �<fl�
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What do you mean by biome ? Give an account of the plant and animal communities
of the tropical rainforest biome.
� � �� ?
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Category-B

Answer any four questions within 100 words each.

23.

What are the components of ecosystem?
�1�1.bltil�

24.
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Describe different types of soil structure.
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Differentiate between xerophytes and hydrophytes.
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26.

Distinguish between eluviation and illuviation.
Eluviation <.!Jq� illuviation-<.!l� �� 9ff� � � I

27.

What is humus? Discuss the formation of humus in brief.

28.

Discuss the role of climate on soil formation.

29.

Describe the characteristics of an ideal soil profile.
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